DryLINK Ecosystem

IT’S NOT JUST AN APP.
IT’S AN ECOSYSTEM.

DryLINK App
SCHEDULE SMARTER.
The PHOENIX DRYLINK APP allows you to save time, save labor, take
readings remotely, receive jobsite alerts, and track your equipment.
Share drying reports with your team, customer, or the insurance agency
via text or email.

MONITOR

Take atmospheric
and moisture content
readings remotely.

TRACK

Receive alerts
including when equipment
is turned off.

Gather readings
instantly from all
Bluetooth equipment
in range.

REPORT
•D
 rying report link is updated in real-time
• E quipment serial numbers and usage
automatically added
• A utomate all air and moisture content
readings
• C ustomize with your company’s logo
• A llows for non-smart equipment readings

Track all of your smart
equipment using last
known location.

DryLINK Enabled Equipment

Also available in blue.

PART NUMBERS: DryMAX BLE 4038500 (Blue 4038550), DryMAX XL 4037000 (Blue 4037060),
		
AirMAX BLE 4038310 (Blue 4038320)
Our DryMAX BLE, DryMAX XL and AirMAX BLE are available with Bluetooth technology allowing you to automatically
connect these units to DryLINK.
Update your existing DryMAX with our Bluetooth upgrade kit. PART NUMBER: 4041595

DryTAG

DryTAG RH

PART NUMBER: 4041835

PART NUMBER: 4041915

Turn your entire fleet into Smart
Equipment with DryTAG. This
battery-powered Bluetooth beacon works with any brand
of equipment to provide last known location and hours of
operation. Paired with DryPHONE, this beacon can send
alerts if equipment loses power or is turned off.*

Mount the DryTAG RH, a
Bluetooth Temp/RH Sensor,
directly to the inside of the outlet grill of your
dehumidifier to start measuring temperature and
relative humidity (RH). Automated psychometric data
is then streamed automatically to the DryLINK app
and drying report. The DryTAG RH can also be used
as a standalone thermo-hygrometer to automate the
unaffected area, affected area, HVAC, or outside
conditions.

* DryTAG does not provide Temperature and RH data.

DryPHONE
PART NUMBER: 4041845
DryPHONE offers access-from-anywhere convenience
to DryLINK enabled equipment. This inexpensive option
provides a number of benefits including the ability to
send alerts when equipment is turned off or when a goal
has been reached.
This inexpensive option provides a number of benefits
including, remote monitoring and jobsite alerts.
DryLINK Residental Kit - Get started with 16 DryTAG’s,
6 DryTAG RH’s, and 4 DrySENSE for one special price PART NUMBER: 4042385
Xactimate Remote Monitoring Codes
with DryPHONE (Gateway):
WTRRM Remote Monitoring with up to 10 sensors: $50/day*
WTRRMG Remote Monitoring - additional gateway: $30/day*
WTRRMS Remote Monitoring - additional sensor (each): $3/day*

DrySENSE
PART NUMBER: 4042055
The Phoenix DrySENSE is a Bluetooth moisture
content sensor for setting and monitoring moisture
goals on the job site. Moisture content readings are
automatically added to the drying report and log the
time when the drying goal is reached. The attached
pins allow you to push the sensor into wet drywall and
the included accessory gives you the ability to put
stainless screws into harder surfaces to measure the
moisture content.
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